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human resources can not be fully utilized, so as
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them gradually understand Chinese culture,

cross-cultural problems is demand analysis,

China’s enterprise culture and management

accurate positioning of the cross-cultural training

style.
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Therefore,

cross-cultural training goals determine plays an
important role in cross-cultural training.
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Due to the particularity of enterprise's
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internationalization strategy, the enterprises not
only need to enhance the global competitiveness

The primary part of cross-cultural training for
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of
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In the end, the cross-cultural behavior training.

conflict.

Such training refers to expats in different work

In addition, cross-cultural training can reduce
the loss of talent resources, improve the

environment

enterprise internal

information transmission

response to cross-cultural conflict. the training

speed and stimulate the employees’ work

content is primarily a cross-cultural sensitivity

how to improve their

efficiency which is in conformity with the

training

enterprise’s international strategic target and can

Cultural sensitivity training is to let the trainee

improve the economic benefits of enterprises

aware of the cultural differences between host

and the competitiveness of the international

countries with the home country, such as values,

market.

behavior, in order to have enough anticipation

3.3. The

Content of the “Going Out”

establish a good interpersonal relationship,
deepen the recognition of the host country to

and

communicate, and

cross-cultural, cross-cultural behavior.
First,

cross-cultural

cognitive

training.

them in the different cultural environment

of content. This article mainly describe from the
emotions
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work. Interpersonal skills training is to help
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cognitive
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ability and vigilance for the cultural conflict in
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and
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3.4. Construct of Cross-cultural Training

Cross-cultural cognitive training gives the

System

introduction of the humanities of the host
country, such as society, history, customs, natural

Cross-cultural training system construction is

environment, political environment and some

for the sake of designing a series of training for
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(2)The fact method. This method is to

composed of three categories, respectively,

improve the trainees’ cross-cultural cognitive

demonstration method, experience and facts.

level. It mainly provide trainees with the basic
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situation of the host country and cultural

through video or written materials, it’s main goal
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4. Training Effect Analysis of “Going Out”
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with each other about problem analysis and the
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management mode, and eliminate prejudice to

are methods such as role play, field view and so

improve their comprehensive quality.

on.

Chinese

“going
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At the same time, cross-cultural training for

Role play is to improve the trainees the actual

staff career planning has also played a positive

perception of the host country culture and

role. Learning foreign advanced skills through

interpersonal skills in cross-cultural, and let

the cross-cultural training, using it to work and

trainees play the certain role, in which process

bringing economic benefits for enterprise. It can

trainees communicate with each other and

transform into core human capital from general

deepen the understanding of the host country

human capital, which have played an important

culture, and put forward the opinions in view of

role in promoting in the career .

the problems arising from the role play.
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cross-cultural training based on people-oriented.

4.2. Analysis the Effect of the Enterprise
Transformation

from

It

Cross-Cultural

Training of “Going Out” Enterprises
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enterprises

international

strategic

objectives as the core, implemented effectively
each link of cross-cultural training and ensure

Through the cross-cultural training, our

the implementation of cross-cultural training.

“going out” enterprises have reduced the cultural
conflict caused by cultural differences and make
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conflict, but

to

improve the enterprise

centripetal force after the cross-cultural training.
At the same time, it let the cross-cultural training
employees get the overseas advanced skills,
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to enhance the international competitiveness of
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5. Conclusion
“Go out” enterprises in China need to do a
good job in cross-cultural training plan. It should
prepare the cross-cultural training according to
different types of employees of different policy
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